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Noble Contour Fence
Noble

CONTOUR FENCING is the ideal pasture or perimeter fence. It is HORSE SAFE,
extremely durable and requires zero maintenance. Contour Fencing is as attractive as it
is strong, offering lasting beauty through decades of use.

Noble

Contour Fencing is a permanent fence that is designed to flow up and down with the
contour of the ground and maintain a smooth top line. It is a post and rail fence constructed of
American-made 1-5/8” 15 gauge round galvanized steel tube.

Noble

Contour Fencing is easy to install. Posts are set in concrete on either 8’ or 10’ centers
(dictated by the strength of fence desired). The 21’ long fence rails are made to slide through the
posts and join together with a 3” long reduction swage. This joint does not need to reside at a
post. After the rails are in position, self-tapping screws (supplied) are used to lock each rail to
each post.

Noble

Gates are hinged and latched on specially fabricated posts. These large diameter round posts use rail sleeves that accept the
contour fence rails. 4’, 6’ and 8’ Gates use a 2-7/8” post and hinge with12” threaded hanger bolts. 10’, 12’, 14’ and 16’ gates use a 4” post and they
hinge with weld-on hinges. All gates latch to a 2-7/8” post. Double-drive gates are available for openings larger than 16’.

Noble

Corners are easy to make with
Contour Fencing. There is no need for a special corner post. We fabricate “L” type and “T” type corner
fittings that slide over each rail. The “L” type fittings are for turning corners and the “T” type fittings are for cross fences. These fittings are made at
ninety degree angles or can be custom ordered at any degree angle to fit specialized corners and cross fences.

Noble Contour Fencing can be expanded any time. . . . . . using either Noble Panels or more Noble Contour Fencing.
CONTOUR FENCE INSTALLATION

Noble Trainer Series Barn

UNIQUE MODULAR DESIGN
allows you to build a
BREEZEWAY BARN to fit your needs!

10 STALL TRAINER SERIES BARN with PADDOCK DOORS and BREEZEWAY DOOR
The “Trainer Series” barn is built 36’ wide and may be ordered in any length in 12’
increments. Stalls are 12’ x 12’ with a 12’ wide covered center aisle. This affordable barn
can be expanded at any time. Perfect for your ever-changing equine program.

PRICED AS A FRAMED STRUCTURE KIT . . . . . . . .
DOES NOT INCLUDE WOOD PRODUCTS for WALLS or STEEL PANELS for ROOF.
Stalls are priced with Event Stall Front . Stalls may be ordered with Solid Front
for tack room or Open Front for hay storage.
Drive-in locking ground anchors included with each barn.
Fully engineered structure will withstand a 55# snow load.
Sliding breezeway doors for each end of the barn are optional.
Outside Paddock Doors are options.

800-437-3966

TRAINER BARN AISLEWAY
with EVENT FRONTS

Noble Shelters

51756 Fruitvale Rd
Milton-Freewater, OR 97862
541-558-3966
800-437-3966

Noble

SHELTERS are designed and built to pr
protect your animals during all four seasons of the year. They provide a warm dry shelter
through the fall and winter and a cool shaded retreat during the spring and summer months.

SOLID SIDE/BACK with EVENT FRONT

SOLID SIDE/BACK with 6 RAIL FRONT

SOLID DOUBLE DOOR FRONT

We use a heavy 15 Gauge Round Galvanized Steel Tube to manufacture our shelters. Both
the 1-7/8” diameter and the 1-5/8” diameter material we fabricate with is milled for us to our
specifications, and is made right here in the USA. We chose this material for its finish,
superior strength and longevity. Like all
products, our shelters have a galvanized
finish for unequalled rust protection.

Noble

SOLID SIDE/BACK with OPEN FRONT

Noble

SHELTERS with solid walls are fabricated to accept 3/4” plywood of any grade (which is not included). A unique plywood mounting
tab is used to secure each piece of wood in place. The plywood is cut to size (as per cut diagram) and is mounted against these mounting tabs with
a T-Nut and Machine Screw supplied in each installation kit. This design allows each sheet of wood to be recessed inside the wall panel. There are
no exposed edges or corners of wood for livestock to chew or crib on. When installed, each piece of wood will have a small air gap around its
perimeter (approximately 1/8” to 1/4”). These perimeter openings offer solutions to commonly asked questions regarding lighting and ventilation.
First, animals are more likely to enter a shelter when there is some visible lighting, ie. not a dark hole or box. Second, health issues arise when
livestock are contained in poorly ventilated areas. Body heat and moisture can create health problems for different animals where there is little
ventilation.

Noble Shelters

or
Loafing Sheds can
have one, two or
three solid walls.

12 X 12 SHELTER with 2 SIDES

Feed rooms or additional shelters may be
added at any time.

12 X 24 LOAFING SHED

12 X 36 LOAFING SHED

Noble

SHELTERS are quick and easy to erect. They come with a set of easy to read instructions and all
hardware needed to assemble (wood and roof material supplied by customer). For our solid wall shelters we even
include a set of plywood cut diagrams and our recommendations for roof material. Shelter walls are assembled with
our proven clamp system, only requiring a 9/16” wrench. Our shelters may be anchored with either a drive-in
wedge anchor or anchor post. We offer both systems to anchor your shelter.

Noble SHELTERS are expandable.

With our modular design, you may attach an additional shelter to existing
ones or you can change the design or layout of a previously erected shelter. ANY wall can be made to be solid
(wood ready), railed (5 or 6 rail panel/gate), or full open for walk-through.

6 RAIL SHELTER

Panels may be added to the front of any
SHELTER for a paddock run.

Noble

BACK VIEW

Noble feed rooms give you a

lockable area for hay, grain,
tack or grooming supplies!

SOLID SIDE/BACK with OPEN FRONT
and BACK FEED ROOM
Back feed room has entrance door in back wall.
A feed door is set in the grilled section between
horse and feed area.

SOLID SIDE/BACK with OPEN FRONT
and SIDE FEED ROOM
Side feed room has a door in the back and front.
An optional feed door may be added allowing you
to feed through the divide wall (as shown).

Noble SHELTERS are fully engineered..

When properly erected and anchored, our shelters are engineered to withstand a 30# per square foot snow load and a 90 mph wind.

Noble
Noble

Stall Fronts & Dividers

Stalls are designed and built with the safety and comfort of your horse in mind. They are as attractive as they are functional--and they are
easy to install. Whether you choose the affordable
EVENT STALL system or the classic
SQUARE TUBE STALL system, you will
find that our attention to detail is second to none.

Noble

Noble

SQUARE TUBE STALL FRONT
with 2 X 6 TONGUE & GROOVE INSERTS

Noble

Noble

Noble

SQUARE TUBE STALL FRONT
with 2 X 6 TONGUE & GROOVE INSERTS
and YOKE STYLE DOOR

Noble SQUARE TUBE STALL

FRONT
with PLYWOOD INSERTS

The
SQUARE TUBE STALL FRONTS/DIVIDERS are custom built to your specifications using only the finest material available. They
are exceptionally strong and virtually rust-free. The framework is built with 2” X 2” square Galvanized Steel Tube and is fully welded at each joint.
The grills are constructed of 1-3/8” round Galvanized Steel Tube and are spaced on 4” centers (leaves 2-5/8” between bars). The wood insert
mounts are formed with a heavy 12 Gauge Galvanized Flat Steel. These inserts are available one of two ways: a single flange for flat plywood
inserts, or a double flange (channel) that accepts the timeless beauty of 2 x 6 Tongue and Groove lumber (wood not included). Both leave no
exposed wood edges for a horse to chew on. Customer supplies all wood products.
Square Tube Stall Fronts are available with either a
Swing Door or a Sliding Door. Each offers a full 52”
wide door opening. The sliding door can be ordered
with permanent grills or with a Drop Down Grill that
will allow a horse to have its head out into the alley. A
Yoke Style door can also be ordered. We even offer a
Swing-Out Feed Door that allows you to feed from the
aisleway.

DROP DOWN GRILL OPTION

All Fronts and Dividers are offered in any length up to 16’.

FEED DOOR OPTION

SLIDING

DOOR LATCH

Noble SQUARE TUBE STALL DIVIDERS

are custom built to your specifications.
Dividers are available for either Plywood inserts or 2 x 6 Tongue & Groove inserts (wood not included).

SOLID DIVIDER
with PLYWOOD

SOLID DIVIDER
with TONGUE & GROOVE

Noble Event Stall Fronts & Dividers
Noble

The
EVENT STALL FRONTS and DIVIDERS are a
high quality stall system at a very affordable price. EVENT STALLS
are made with a heavy 1 7/8” OD round 15 gauge galvanized steel
tubing. They have horizontal bars set 7” apart. EVENT STALLS are
designed to have Plywood inserts recessed into the stall wall, leaving
no exposed wood edges for a horse to chew on. The wood (not supplied) is mounted into the wall against a flat flange with a T-nut and
Screw (which is supplied). Fronts are built with a swing door that
can be set on the right or left. You may also choose which side of the
Horseshoe Latch placed. Dividers are built
door you want the
in either solid or 1/2 solid variations. Both are available in any length
up to 14’.

Noble

2/3 GRILLED,
1/3 SOLID DIVIDER

FULL WIDTH
GRILLED DIVIDER

WHY
Noble Panels & Gates are built to be the safest and longest lasting fence panel on the market.

Period.

Our superior design and unmatched craftsmanship, using the finest American-made materials, prove that our Products are

“The Ultimate in Livestock Fencing.”

Noble Panels can be used as portable or permanent fencing.

Using our safe and strong clamp system for panel attachment, you can erect a Round Pen, Arena, or Paddock quickly. Our Panels can also be erected with our unique steel post
support system for a more permanent fence.

Noble Panels and Gates are offered in a variety of heights, lengths and number of rails.

They are available in any length
up to 20’ in two foot increments and in heights ranging from 4’ to 6’. Rail spacing is offered one of two ways:

8 1/2” spacing between rails--available in the 5 and 6 rail panels.
12 1/2” spacing between rails--available in the 3 and 4 rail panels.

Noble products are appealing, safe, easy to install and extremely long lasting.
All of this at an affordable price equals a great value for your dollar!

We invite you to compare the following features
with any panel or gate on the market.
CORNERS: Top corners are squared,
not rounded or curved. This eliminates
the chance that livestock may hang a
leg in between panels where they are
joined.

JOINTS
JOINTS: Joints are
notched and welded
all the way around for
maximum strength
and a smooth finish.
This process eliminates moisture from
penetrating rails and
causing damage.

UPRIGHTS
UPRIGHTS: Vertical uprights are built out of the
same material as the rails - each upright goes clear
to the ground for SUPERIOR SUPPORT. Uprights
are spaced evenly throughout the panel, never going over 6’ without a vertical upright.

CAPS: All panels are capped along the top rail. All
gates are capped on top and bottom rail. Our weldon caps prevent injury and enhance appearance.

MATERIAL: Constructed of
15 gauge American-Made 1
- 5/8” OD round galvanized
steel tubing. Tubing has a
.072 wall thickness and a
65,000 lb yield strength. The
rust-resistant finish will provide decades of use and retain its decorative silver appearance.
1 - 7/8” OD 15 gauge material available on special request.
CLAMPS: Panels are attached together with a galvanized
panel clamp assembly that is included in the price of each
panel. This system leaves only a 3/8” gap between panels.
The rigidity of this clamp system also will not allow panels
to move and rattle or clang when in use like a pin attachment or chain attachment system.

STEEL SELLS BY WEIGHT. WE INVITE YOU TO COMPARE THE WEIGHT OF OUR PRODUCTS TO OTHERS
ON THE MARKET. WE BELIEVE YOU WILL FIND THAT POUND FOR POUND WE ARE A BETTER VALUE!

Noble

Panels

6’ HIGH 6 RAIL

5 1/2’ HIGH 6 RAIL

5’ HIGH 5 RAIL

Excellent Round Pen panel.
Perfect for stallion paddocks.

Excellent cattle-working panel.
Ideal for Mare/Foal enclosures.

Used in Roping Arenas,
Round Pens and Paddock/Runs.

PANEL LENGTH
PART#
6’
WPA6-6
8’
WPA8-6
10’
WPA10-6
12’
WPA12-6
14’
WPA14-6
16’
WPA16-6
20’
WPA20-6
MATCHING BOWGATE:
6’ BOWGATE
WBGA6-6

PANEL LENGTH PART#
6’
WPA6
8’
WPA8
10’
WPA10
12’
WPA12
14’
WPA14
16’
WPA16
20’
WPA20
MATCHING BOWGATE:
6’ BOWGATE
WBGA-6

WEIGHT
56#
76#
91#
106#
127#
142#
177#
80#

PANEL LENGTH PART#
6’
WPB6
8’
WPB8
10’
WPB10
12’
WPB12
14’
WPB14
16’
WPB16
20’
WPB20
MATCHING BOWGATE:
6’ BOWGATE
WBGB-6

WEIGHT
56#
76#
91#
106#
127#
142#
177#
80#

WEIGHT
48#
66#
78#
90#
108#
120#
150#
76#

5’ HIGH 4 RAIL

4 1/2’ HIGH 3 RAIL

COW CUTTER

For Pleasure Arenas or
large fenced pastures.

Great take-a-long Panel.
Economical.

Designed for those wanting solid walls in
Round Pens, Arenas, and Paddocks

PANEL LENGTH PART#
6’
WPC6
8’
WPC8
10’
WPC10
12’
WPC12
14’
WPC14
16’
WPC16
20’
WPC20
MATCHING BOWGATE:
6’ BOWGATE
WBGC-6

WEIGHT
41#
56#
66#
76#
91#
101#
126#

PANEL LENGTH PART#
6’
WPD6
8’
WPD8
10’
WPD10
12’
WPD12
14’
WPD14
16’
WPD16
20’
WPD20
MATCHING BOWGATE:
6’ BOWGATE
WBGD-6

67#

WEIGHT
32#
45#
52#
59#
72#
79#
99#
56#

PANEL SIZE
8’-4” LONG X 6’ HIGH
MATCHING GATES:
6’ COWCUTTER BOWGATE
8’ COWCUTTER BOWGATE

PART#
WCCP

WEIGHT
48#

WCC6BG 76#
WCC8BG 140#

6’, 8’, 10’, 12’ COW CUTTER SWING GATE AVAILABLE
(Customer supplies wood products)

Panels and Gates are listed in 1-5/8” OD 15 gauge Galvanized Steel Tubing.
All Panels and Gates may be special ordered in 1-7/8” OD 15 gauge tubing.

Let us help you design a custom ARENA with our Noble products. We have years of experience designing and building a large variety
of ARENAS: complete Roping Arenas, Pleasure Arenas, Cow Cutting Arenas, Team Penning Arenas, Cattle Sorting Arenas and Barrel Racing
Arenas. We can build your PERFECT ARENA!

Noble Feeders

W “YOKE” DESIGN and
NE “EARTH TONE” COLOR
BACK HEIGHT 37”

ALLOWS HORSE TO FEED IN
NATURAL GRAZING POSITION

OPTIONAL CORNER INSERT

28

CLEANER STALLS
LESS FOOD IS WASTED
MOLDED POLYURETHANE

SIDE PANS FOR SALT, GRAIN, SUPPLEMENTS

The Ultimate HORSE FEEDER

FRONT HEIGHT 311/4”

/12”

Noble

Gates

6 RAIL Noble GATE
PANEL LENGTH
4’
6’
8’
10’
12’
14’
16’
18’
20’

PART#
WGA4
WGA6
WGA8
WGA10
WGA12
WGA14
WGA16
WGA18
WGA20

5 RAIL Noble GATE

WEIGHT
42#
56#
76#
91#
106#
127#
142#
156#
177#

PANEL LENGTH
4’
6’
8’
10’
12’
14’
16’
18’
20’

PART#
WGB4
WGB6
WGB8
WGB10
WGB12
WGB14
WGB16
WGB18
WGB20

4 RAIL Noble GATE
PANEL LENGTH
4’
6’
8’
10’
12’
14’
16’
18’
20’

WEIGHT
36#
48#
66#
78#
90#
108#
120#
132#
150#

PART#
WGC4
WGC6
WGC8
WGC10
WGC12
WGC14
WGC16
WGC18
WGC20

WEIGHT
31#
41#
56#
66#
76#
91#
101#
110#
126#

Double-Drive Gates may be ordered for larger openings.

Noble

HINGE OPTIONS

Gates include standard hinge with 6” Lag Screw Hanger Bolt.
A 12” Threaded Hanger Bolt may be exchanged for 6” Lag Screw at time of ordering.

Bowgate

Bowgates are offered in
4’, 6’, 8’,10’ and 12’ widths.
STANDARD HINGE with
6” SCREW-IN LAG
HANGER

STANDARD HINGE with
12” THREADED
HANGER BOLT

OPTIONAL
HEAVY-DUTY
WELD-ON HINGE

LATCH OPTIONS
Bowgate Hinge
8’, 10’ and 12’ Bowgates have
heavy double bow frame.

Noble

Horseshoe Latch

Gate prices include the Horseshoe Latch, placed on the right
side of gate (also available on the left side). Chain Latch or
Lever Latch may be exchanged for Horseshoe Latch.

Noble

6’ WIDE 5 RAIL BOWGATE

Chain Latch

Lever Latch

Noble
Noble

BOWGATES are made to match the height and rail
spacing of adjoining panels. They come with the standard
Horseshoe Latch. Lever Latch is available as an option.

Round Pens

y
g

50’ 6 RAIL ROUND PEN (5 1/2’ HIGH)

50’ 5 RAIL ROUND PEN (5’ HIGH)

Noble Round Pens are assembled using 12’ long Panels and a 6’ wide Bowgate.
Noble Round Pens are offered in any diameter.

Horse Safe!
Extremely Durable!
Exceptional Strength!

COW CUTTER ROUND PEN

Noble

Cowcutter Round Pens are made
with 8’ 4” panels that accept 3/4” plywood.
(customer supplies wood)

51756 Fruitvale Rd
Milton-Freewater, OR 97862

800-437-3966
541-558-3966
FAX: 541-558-1405

www.noblepanels.com
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